
Coltbacker Meeting   -   August 19, 2021

Coltbacker members met to clean the football concessions in preparation for the football season.

Discussion held on concessions for the JHVB tournament on September 11.  Signature item will be Hot Ham &
Cheese sandwiches with breakfast items also being sold.  Tom will contact Emilie Ihland to see if willing to make
the ham & cheese or at least get the recipe.  It was also noted that a thank you will be sent to Emilie for making
the beans for the membership drive.

Membership drive went well!  A document with items to note and quantities used will be created as a guide for
next year.

RRT asked Coltbackers to make popcorn for a movie night.  They will pay $225 for 125 bags of popcorn. Cassie
& Jenny volunteered to make popcorn on August 26 and meet at noon to do so.

Antelope Creek has offered again to donate pulled pork for each of the home football games.  Coltbackers would
like to thank Antelope Creek for this generous contribution to our concession efforts!.  Jenny will pick up in
Mooreton for the August 27th game.

Pop will be delivered August 24 and water on the 26th for concessions.  Tom has plans to get the remaining
items.  Popcorn is hard to find, along with corn chips. A few leads are being checked out, but as of now neither
are available at this time.

Homecoming parade was discussed.  It was decided to ride in back of pickup and throw Coltbacker items.

Discussion held on membership incentive of free popcorn and water.  It was decided to just have a list of those
who get the free items at each game and have workers check off as they get their items.  No need for
membership or punch cards at this time.

Tami noted a discussion from coaches meeting in regard to the Athletic Banquet.  Coaches feel celebrations at
the end of each season would be more timely and beneficial for a handful of reasons.  A change would put the
school/coaches back in charge of the event.  Motion by Cassie, second by Tom to discontinue the athletic
banquet for a 1 year trial and instead support each team with a monetary donation to use toward their celebration
as they see fit (ex. Cake for the event, special meal, off site location).  Amount to be decided at a later date.
Discussion held.  Carried.  Kendra will share with Timm and Gandhi and note that Coltbackers will not be
sponsoring the event this year.

Fund request from Wuori, Moline, and Timm for tackling rings and whiteboards for the football program was
presented.  Total cost of $700 with the school previously approving $500.  Motion by Tami, second by Tom to
approve the $200 request.  Carried.

Fund request from Timm for 2 Normatec 2.0 systems that would accommodate all athletes.  This item is a muscle
recovery system and is more portable than the Game Ready system currently on hand.  Cassie noted that this
has been the talk around Sanford and will do some research and Kendra will reach out to Timm for some more
information as well.  Cost is $900/ea for the system and leg attachment.  Would like to also consider the need for
a shoulder attachment. *update - after the meeting information was received and seems to be a good system.
With cost in mind as well as wanting to know if 1 works as we hope before purchasing 2, Kendra made a motion
to approve the purchase of 1 Normatec 2.0 system to include the shoulder unit, second by Tami.  Carried.
**update - the system to include FULL body attachments is a cost of $1549 (no option for just leg & shoulder).

Items still needed to be completed: poster/pocket calendars; concession sign ups to coaches and players and post on
Facebook and announcements; make an online membership form; button pics scheduled for August 24; and hand out
remaining raffle tickets to athlete families.


